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Air transportation is a capital intensive industry with high debts and high risk. 
Aircraft spares are very necessary for replacement when maintenance is required on 
aircrafts. Aircraft spares are also a key point of ensuring normal operation of flights. 
The inventory of aircraft spares is one of the most important inventories of an air 
carrier, with a certain proportion of an air carrier’s total assets. The cost of aircraft 
spares is a main component of an air carrier’s operation cost. Since civil aviation is 
entering a period of high priced oil, bitter competition and meager profit, the cost 
control of aviation spares is becoming a focus of air carriers all over the world as well 
as a subject of the most potential way to control operation cost. 
By starting from analysis of aircraft spares management procedure and cost 
constitution, the writer comprehensively studies all elements which affect aircraft 
spares cost, then finds out those controllable factors and key factors, finally makes a 
basic idea of optimizing aircraft spares cost management. From his recent experience 
with the attempt at cost control of aircraft spares in Xiamen Airlines, the writer 
further analyzes the existing problems and shortages at practical management, 
utilizes those latest domestic and oversea research findings at both civil aviation and 
inventory management, uses the theory of strategic cost management and inventory 
control and supply chain concerning aircraft spares and delicacy management, in 
order to optimize the aircraft spares cost management and then improve maintenance 
strategy for Xiamen Airlines. The writer proposes a system and a scheme of aircraft 
spares cost management with a core of delicacy management, in order to 
continuously lower the aircraft spares cost and increase the competitive ability for 
Xiamen Airlines on a basis of safety. 
It’s common that other Chinese air carriers also have the similar problems of 
aircraft spares cost management existing in Xiamen Airlines, so that the writer’s 
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